KOTA.
Kota is an American musician and artist who has recently caught the eyes of numerous labels, industry
executives and fans across the world. Most recently he gained recognition by joining SCHEMAPOSSE in
December 2020 which is an underground hip-hop collective started by artist/producer JGRXXN with the most
notable members of the group being Lil Peep and GHOSTEMANE. After working under SCHEMAPOSSE for over
a year and creating hits like “You Aint Out Here Schemin” he decided to part ways to become a solo artist,
which caught the attention of newly founded record label UNFOWND MUSIK run by identical twin brothers
Jason and Justin La Ferla out of Atlanta, GA. They quickly saw his talent as not just a hip-hop artist but a “true”
musician who can cross over to many genres. In June 2022 he officially signed with UFM (UNFOWND MUSIK),
and they are currently working on new music that has already created a buzz and anticipation from his loyal
fanbase.
Dakota Moss, which is his legal name, was born in Landstuhl Germany and started his passion for music at 8
years old when he began playing the guitar, drums as well as other instruments. His natural gift for music led
him to become the front man of a band, opening for acts like “The Marshall Tucker Band” and “Papa Roach”.
He then decided to take a break from music and joined the military, specifically the Air Force, where he was
stationed in Japan for several years. Once his time in the military was up, he went back to his true passion of
making music and added to his already impressive skills by learning how to create and produce beats and is
now closing in on earning a degree in audio engineering.
Kota currently resides in Atlanta, GA but has seen the world at an early age from living in Germany, Japan,
Texas, Washington D.C, and Savannah. Like many artists he has had his struggles and went through some
extremely dark times, most recently losing one of his closest friends to a fentanyl overdose. Although the road
has not been an easy one for him, it finally feels like he may have got his “break” and found a home for his
talent with UNFOWND MUSIK. We are excited to see what is to come next for Kota because he surely has the
talent to become a “household” name in the music industry.

